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NEW QUESTION: 1
When do synchronous REST API calls to Marketing Cloud time out?
Choose 2.
A. 240 seconds for non-tracking operations.
B. 120 seconds for non-tracking operations.
C. 240 seconds for tracking and data retrieve operations.
D. 300 seconds for tracking and data retrieve operations.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
When organizations delegate authority and make decisions by
using managers from more then one subarea, these refer to:
A. Matrix organization
B. Multilevel hierarchical structure
C. Complex structure
D. Template organization
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is running a 64-bit application with the following
requirements:
minimum four processor sockets
minimum 12GB of memory
-redundant Fibre Channel adapters (FCA) for storage
Which cost-effective Integrity solution should you recommend?
A. an rx4640 with 16GB of memory
B. an rx2660 with 14GB of memory
C. an rx3600 with 16GB of memory
D. an rx2620 with 16GB of memory
Answer: A
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